Hi there! I’m …

I feel full
because there
are over 421
people inside

I’m just about to land —I hope you
enjoyed learning how to fly. Why
not try and get your Frantic Flyers
to land on the Runway or target?

90 cars could
park on my
wings!

See my tail – it’s
as tall as a sixstorey building!

Lift
Four forces push and pull me as I move.
My wings produce LIFT whilst GRAVITY
tries to pull me down.

Drag

Thrust

My engines produce THRUST that
propels me forward and fights the
DRAG caused by the air I fly through.
Gravity

My jet engines suck in air at the front,
mix the air with burning fuel and then
blast the mixture out of the back.
As the mixture streams backward, my
engines (and me!) are forced forwards.
It’s just like a hairdryer – air
gets sucked in, heated up and
blown out – only much much
noisier and a lot bigger!

My wings are a special shape called an
AER0FOIL. As I move, the air passes above and
below my wings. Because of the aerofoil shape,
the air above my wings gets faster and the
pressure drops, whilst the air below my wings
stays at the same speed and pressure.
Higher air pressure always moves towards
lower air pressure so the air below my wings
pushes upwards and GUESS WHAT HAPPENS…

YIPPPPPEEEEEE! I’m flying!

Become an engineer
and build Benny’s Big
Bertha Balloon Rocket!
Let Big Bertha show
you what happens
when air is blown
backwards (just like in
a jet engine!).
TOP TIP = use a long
balloon for a better
Bertha!

Flaps

To turn left or right, the pilot uses the
RUDDER at the back of my tail and the
FLAPS on my wings.

Unclip the peg and watch Benny’s
Big Bertha Balloon beautifully
blast to infinity and beyond…!

To help me climb or fly lower, the pilot
Rudder uses the FLAPS on both of my wings
and small flaps called ELEVATORS on
Elevator my tail.
Now turn the page and follow the rules,
to make FRANTIC FLYERS that are really cool!
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